
In the era of mass production, we believe 

in people and their ideas.



The 
Classics

Brand   GHIBLI 
Model   Caju

$881

H12” W15” D7”

Real python & calfskin leather
Made in Firenze
Lined interior
Internal pocket

Natural
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Black

Black
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Brand  PLINIO VISONÀ
Model  Maddalena

$359

H10” W14.5” D6”

Made in Firenze 
Genuine calf skin leather
Silk and Cotton Blend lined interiors
One internal zip pocket
Two interior open pockets 
Zip closure
Adjustable shoulder strap

Brand  PLINIO VISONÀ
Model  Sofia

$367

H6.1” W8.3” D4.7”

Made in Vicenza  
Full grain calfskin leather  
Same leather interior  
One interior zipped pocket  
Two interior open pockets 
Magnetic closure

Ghibli’s Caju quickly became the coveted n.1 of women’s wish lists. The 
masterfully hand-painted real python is only one of the tremendous 

luxury crafts the house of Ghibli has gained its international prestige for.

Maddalena is another one those bags that upgrade your 9-5 outfit to 
couture the second you slip it on your arm. Plinio’s sons - Mara and 

Roberto Visonà - have proved us that devil’s in the detail: hard-bent 
bamboo handles and silk-cotton blend lined interiors. 

With Sofia, they show exactly what we’ve been trying to tell all along: 
authentic luxurious craftsmanship looks effortless.



The 
Minimalist

Brand  SCHÖNEBERG
Model  Phad

$374

H8.5” W7.5” D3.5”

Made in Firenze
Premium Tuscan nappa leather
Navy leather interior
Interior pocket
Adjustable shoulder strap
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Brand  MONTENERI
Model  Marquise

$885

H4.5” W10.5” D3”

Made in Valentano 
Full grain calfskin leather
Lined interiors 
Magnetic closure

Brand  IRMA CIPOLLETTA
Model  Metrocubo Large

$495

H12” W15.5” D11”

Made in Campobasso
Full grain calfskin rubberized leather
Lined interior with soft faux leather
Internal drawstring closure
Popper button closure
Magnets

No one better than Patrizia Sassetti can tune in with die-hard minimalists. 
She’s convinced a sleek design says it all, when the materials are of 

excellent quality, like in her Phad.

Diamonds are a girl’s best friends, and sharp edges those of the 
seasoned minimalist: the Marquise clutch is shaped after a diamond, and 

a real jewel in manufacture too, perfectly embodying the sophistication 
of Monteneri’s creations, always challenging the limit between fashion 

accessories and design objects.

Architectural by an architect, Irma Cipolletta managed to fit 3 black bags 
in 1 with her Metrocubo Large, a Cubist’s take on the bucket bag. The 

panels can be snapped in: a bucket, a diamond, and a pyramid.



Brand  GHIBLI
Model  Etesian

$827

H11” W16.5” D7”

Made in Fucecchio
Premium Tuscan calfskin leather
Handmade intrecciato (woven)
Detachable pouch
Magnetic closure
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Brand  GHIBLI
Model  Coromell Mini

$327

H5” W8” D4”

Made in Fucecchio
Premium Tuscan calfskin leather
Handmade intrecciato (woven)
Magnetic clip
Golden shoulder chain

Brand  GHIBLI
Model  Gregale

$1659

H14” W24” D11”

Made in Fucecchio  
Premium Tuscan calfskin leather  
Handmade intrecciato (woven)  
Interior zipped pocket  
Zip closure 
Adjustable shoulder strap

Navy BrownBordeauxThe 
Woven

At Ghibli, the unparalleled masters of the hand-paired intrecciato wove 
the leather for all sizes, from Coromell Mini, to the mid-size Etesian, to 

the weekender Gregale.

Ghibli’s signature woven is one of the highest example of Italian 
manufacturing technique. There is not one stitch in Ghibli’s woven 

creations: the leather is meticulously rolled in tubular threads, and the 
bag is shaped on a mold, folding thread after thread. It takes 36 hours 

for the Mini only.

This is the kind of craft that machines will never be able to take over, a 
mastery passed down by artisans generation after generation.
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